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Abstract

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is the most severe complication in preterm

infants with bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) and associated with

significant mortality. Diagnostic and treatment strategies, however, still lack

standardization. By the use of a survey study (PH in BPD), we assessed clinical

practice (diagnosis, treatment, follow‐up) in preterm infants with early

postnatal persistent pulmonary hypertension of the newborn (PPHN) as well

as at risk for or with established BPD‐associated PH between 06/2018 and 10/

2020 in two‐thirds of all German perinatal centers with >70 very low

birthweight infants/year including their cardiology departments and out-

patient units. Data were analyzed descriptively by measures of locations and
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distributional shares. In routine postnatal care, clinical presentation and

echocardiography were reported as the main diagnostic modalities to screen

for PPHN in preterm infants, whereas biomarkers brain natriuretic peptide/N‐
terminal pro b‐type natriuretic peptide were infrequently used. For PPHN

treatment, inhaled nitric oxide was used in varying frequency. The majority of

participants agreed to prescribe diuretics and steroids (systemic/inhaled) for

infants at risk for or with established BPD‐associated PH and strongly agreed

on recommending respiratory syncytial virus immunization and the use of

home monitoring upon discharge. Reported oxygen saturation targets,

however, varied in these patients in in‐ and outpatient care. The survey

reveals shared practices in diagnostic and therapeutic strategies for preterms

with PPHN and BPD‐associated PH in Germany. Future studies are needed to

agree on detailed echo parameters and biomarkers to diagnose and monitor

disease next to a much‐needed agreement on the use of pulmonary

vasodilators, steroids, and diuretics as well as target oxygen saturation levels.
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INTRODUCTION

The most prevalent morbidity in the preterm infant is
neonatal chronic lung disease (CLD), internationally
known as Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia (BPD). The
disease develops in preterm infants as a consequence
of risk factors impacting on the immature lung such as
growth restriction, pre‐ and postnatal infections as
well as life‐saving, yet injury‐provoking postnatal
treatments such as invasive or noninvasive ventilation
and oxygen supplementation.1 The subsequent devel-
opment of a malstructured and malfunctional gas
exchange area results in long‐term impairment of lung
function and the risk to develop pulmonary hyper-
tension (PH), associated with significant morbidity
and mortality.2,3 Postnatally, the failure to reduce
pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) during hemo-
dynamic transition is intertwined with ventilation
impairment presenting as respiratory distress syn-
drome and presents as persistent pulmonary hyper-
tension of the newborn (PPHN) with right‐to‐left
shunting via the foramen ovale, ductus arteriosus, and
intrapulmonary shunts that further complicate the
clinical picture.4,5

In the preterm infant, pulmonary vascular disease
(PVD) furthermore evolves when the functionally as well
as structurally immature vascular bed is exposed to the
above indicated pre‐ and postnatal hazards and char-
acterizes the majority of infants with moderate and

severe BPD.6,7 When PVD progresses, significant vascu-
lar remodeling leads to the development of precapillary
PH (Nice classification group 3)8–12 in one out of four
infants with moderate or severe BPD.1,13

Despite the significant immediate and long‐term
consequences of pathologic pulmonary blood flow in
the preterm neonate,14 strategies to diagnose, monitor,
and treat early postnatal (PPHN) or later PH occurring in
cases of developing or established BPD are limited. These
limitations result from the lack of standardization and
sensitive diagnostic tools,7,14,15 complicated by the
undefined transition from early postnatal PH, here
referred to as PPHN, into PVD into fully established
BPD‐associated PH.

As of today, the diagnostic process is dominated by
clinical evaluation confronted with a broad variety of
mostly unspecific clinical symptoms and the use of
echocardiography. Infants present with signs of impaired
gas exchange, e.g., hypoxemia, which typically persists
despite the optimization of pulmonary ventilation and
associated with the risk to culminate in arterial hypo-
tension, shock and multiorgan failure. The clinical
picture in BPD‐associated PH, both borderline or readily
established, can include reduced exercise tolerance and
symptom exacerbation during respiratory infections16–18

with clinical symptoms only insufficiently discriminating
between vascular, alveolar, and airway pathology and
progression of PVD into fully established PH mostly
going unnoticed.
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As the lack of monitoring and treatment standards
results in expert opinion and case‐to‐case‐based decisions
that most likely vary between perinatal centers, we
assessed current clinical practice for treatment and
monitoring strategies in preterm infants with PPHN or
infants at risk for or with established BPD‐associated PH
by the means of a survey study (PUlmonary Hyper-
tension as a Complication of Bronchopulmonary Dys-
plasia in Germany (PUsH BPD) that addressed a large
number of perinatal centers in Germany from 06/2018
until 10/2020. The results are intended to specify the
need for future clinical guidelines and their content,
inform training programs as well as the design of clinical
trials.

METHODS

Questionnaire and participants

We developed and piloted a questionnaire to portray
routine diagnostic and treatment strategies for preterm
infants with early postnatal PH, e.g., PPHN, and for
infants at risk for or with established BPD‐associated PH
in German perinatal centers. BPD was defined according
to Jobe et al. (NIH consensus conference).19

Besides the sociodemographic and occupational
information of the respondents, the questionnaire
comprised questions about first‐line diagnostic and
treatment practices as well as the established struc-
tures and strategies for follow‐up care (online Sup-
porting Information S1: Table E1). The questionnaire
was distributed as an online version to physicians of
>30 German perinatal centers in the time from 06/
2018 until 10/2020. Informed consent was obtained
from all study participants (EC# (LMU Munich)
21‐0753).

Data processing and analysis

A total of 54 individuals participated in the survey,
thereby representing two‐thirds of all German perinatal
centers with >70 very low birthweight infants/year
including the respective pediatric cardiology depart-
ments. Coverage of perinatal centers was calculated
according to the zip code provided by the participants for
the working address and cross‐checked for the state-
ments provided for numbers of infants treated per year.
To fulfill the criteria of anonymity, employment was not
related to specific perinatal centers so that the descriptive
statistical analyses could not account for potential
clustering.

A total of 42% (18/43) of the participants reported for
their respective perinatal center to treat >100 preterm
infants below 32 weeks gestational age (GA) per year,
whereas 23% (10/43) reported 70–99 preterm infants per
year and 21% (9/43) reported <70 preterm infants to be
treated per year. The remaining six individuals did not
answer the corresponding question.

Due to several missing answers, the following sample
reduction rules were defined and applied: First, ques-
tionnaires, which only contained information on back-
ground characteristics of the respondents as well as
questionnaires where all three sections of the question-
naire were left unanswered were excluded from analysis.
In the second step, missingness per questionnaire and
per item was analyzed to ensure validity and reliability of
the data set. Questionnaires with >30% missingness
(n= 11, 20% total) as well as items with a response rate
below 30% (n= 49 items) were excluded from further
analysis. The final analysis was therefore based on n= 43
questionnaires and n= 73 out of 122 items.

For data analysis and results presentation, the
statements were divided into data addressing diagnostic
procedures, therapeutic decision making and follow‐up
care for (a) preterm infants with early postnatal PH, e.g.,
PPHN and (b) cases at risk for or with established BPD‐
associated PH.8 Data were analyzed descriptively by
measures of locations and distributional shares. Descrip-
tive data are presented as percentages and absolute
numbers (categorical variables) or means and standard
deviation (continuous variables), respectively using the
Software SAS 9.4.

RESULTS

Results presented are based on n= 43 questionnaires and
n= 73 out of 122 items (see methods for strategy of
inclusion/exclusion).

Participants

Participants of whom results were included in the final
analysis were physicians of different experience levels. A
total of 33% (14/43) of the included study participants
(n= 43) identified themselves as female, 63% (27/43) as
male. A total of 9% (4/43) of the participants reported
their age to range between 30 and 39 years, 47% (20/43)
between 40 and 49 years, and 42% (18/43) as 50 years and
older. A total of 44% (19/43) of the participants reported
work experience between 11 and 20 years, 44% (19/43)
reported work experience >20 years. A total of 91% (39/
43) of the survey participants reported in a multiple
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selection item to be trained neonatologists, 49% (21/43)
documented to be specialized in pediatric intensive care,
and 26% (11/43) reported to be trained pediatric
cardiologists. A total of 70% (30/43) reported to work in
a university hospital, whereas 28% (12/43) reported to
work in a nonuniversity hospital. A total of 93% (40/43)
of all participants documented to work in neonatal
intermediate or neonatal intensive care units (NICU),
49% (26/43) worked in general pediatric or mixed
intensive care units.

The participating physicians characterized their
respective perinatal centers as follows: 42% (18/43)
reported to treat more than 100 preterm infants with
and without BPD below 32 weeks GA per year, 23% (10/
43) reported to treat 70–99 preterm infants per year, and
21% (9/43) reported to treat <70 preterm infants per year
in their perinatal center. In 14% (6/43) of the cases,
information on this measure was missing. A total of 81%
(35/43) of the participants reported in‐patient care with
10–20 NICU beds, 12% (5/43) of cases reported >20
NICU beds, 7% (3/43) of cases reported <10 NICU beds.

Participant and perinatal center characteristics are
displayed in Table 1. Supporting Information S2:
Figure 1OS in the Online Supplement displays the
distribution of the participating perinatal centers
throughout Germany.

Diagnostic and therapeutic strategies in
preterm infants with early postnatal PH,
that is, PPHN

Decisions for therapy initiation for preterm infants with
PPHN were based on clinical presentation (93%, 40/43),
such as the occurrence of periods of undersaturation or
clinical signs of pulmonary hypertensive crisis, as well as
echocardiographic findings (95%, 41/43). The following
echocardiographic criteria were reported to be consid-
ered when diagnosing PPHN in the preterm infant: right
ventricle (RV) dimension (74%, 32/43), tricuspid valve
insufficiency (TI) (81%, 35/43), tricuspid regurgitation
velocity (TRV) (79%, 34/43), right–left shunting (atrium)
(77%, 33/43), right–left shunting (via the persistent
ductus arteriosus) (84%, 36/43), and qualitative assess-
ment of the right atrium (61%, 26/43). A total of 40% (17/
43) of the participants reported to use the M‐mode in the
parasternal short axis (PSAX) or a comparable other
measurement for quantitative sizing of the RV and stated
to include this measure in diagnosis. A total of 28% (12/
43) of the participants, however, reported to not perform
quantitative sizing as part of the diagnostic procedure
(33%, 14/43 did not provide information). The use of
pulmonary acceleration time in the PSAX axis measured

by echocardiography was reported by 51% (22/43),
whereas 21% (9/43) of the enrolled physicians stated to
not use this echocardiographic measure for PH diagnosis
(28%, 12/43 of the participants did not provide informa-
tion). Qualitative assessment of RV contractility in
echocardiography was used by 54% (23/43) of the
participants to diagnose PH, whereas 23% (10/43) of
the participants did not use this parameter (23%, 10/43
did not provide information). The RV/left ventricle (LV)
ratio as an end‐systolic assessment in the PSAX to
quantify the size of the RV was reported as a part/not a
part of the diagnostic process in 30% (13/43)/37% (16/43);
33% (14/43) did not provide any information on that

TABLE 1 Participant characteristics.

Parameter
n‐number of cases
(percentage of total)

Study participants 43

Gender

Female 27 (62.8%)

Male 14 (32.6%)

No specification 2 (4.7%)

Age or participants in years

30–39 4 (9.3%)

40–49 20 (46.5%)

≥50 18 (41.9%)

No specification 1 (2.3%)

Professional experience in
years

5–10 3 (7.0%)

11–20 19 (44.2%)

>20 19 (44.2%)

No specification 2 (4.7%)

Qualification

Neonatology 39

Pulmonology 0

Cardiology 11

Intensive care 21

Other 5

None 15

Professional environment

University hospital 28 (65.1%)

Hospital 11 (25.6%)

Other 2 (4.7%)

No specification 2 (4.7%)
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behalf. Measurement of tricuspid annular plane systolic
excursion (TAPSE) was reported by 37% (16/43) of the
participants to be used for the diagnosis of PH, 35% (15/
43) did not use this measure (28%, 12/43 did not provide
information) (Figure 1).

The use of cardiac catheterization for PPHN preterms
was reported by 56% (24/43) of the participants to not be
used and by 12% (5/43) to be used to guide therapeutic
decisions.

In ventilated preterm patients with PPHN as diag-
nosed by echocardiography, inhaled nitric oxide (iNO)
was reported as the therapy of choice by 84% (36/43) of
the participants, with half of the participants reporting to
either use this therapeutic strategy regularly (18/36) or
only in special cases (18/36). A total of 79% (34/43) of the
participants reported to use other pulmonary vasodilators
such as Sildenafil. A total of 74% (32/43) of the
participants reported Sildenafil to be used for weaning
off iNO therapy to prevent rebound PH. In this subgroup,
Sildenafil was reported to be administered p.o. in 50%
(16/32) and i.v. in 6% (2/32), whereas individual

decisions between p.o. or i.v. therapy were reported to
be made in 38% (12/32). A total of 65% (28/43) of the
participants indicated that <10% of preterms below 32
weeks of GA receive therapy with specific pulmonary
vasodilators according to individual treatment plans.

Diagnostic and therapeutic strategies in
preterm infants at risk for or with
established BPD‐associated PH

The participating physicians reported treating preterm
infants below 32 weeks GA per year with respective BPD
grades as follows: 28% (12/43) of the participants
reported treating less than five, 2% (1/43) reported
treating five to nine, 16% (7/43) treating 10–20, 12% (5/
43) treating 21–30, and 7% (3/43) reported treating >30
preterm infants with mild BPD in their perinatal center.
A total of 40% (17/43) of the participants reported
treating less than five, 16% (7/43) reported treating five to
nine, 9% (4/43) treating 10–20, and 2% (1/43) treating

FIGURE 1 Echocardiographic parameters considered when diagnosing preterm infants with early postnatal (PPHN). The following
echocardiographic criteria were reported to be considered when diagnosing PPHN in the preterm infant: right ventricle (RV) dimension
(74%, 32/43), tricuspid valve insufficiency (81%, 35/43), tricuspid regurgitation velocity (79%, 34/43), right–left shunting (atrium) (77%, 33/
43), right–left shunting (via persistent ductus arteriosus) (84%, 36/43), and qualitative assessment of the right atrium (61%, 26/43). A total of
40% (17/43) of the participants reported to use the M‐mode in the parasternal short axis (PSAX) or a comparable other measurement for
quantitative sizing of the RV and stated to include this measure in the diagnosis. A total of 28% (12/43) of the participants, however, reported
to not perform quantitative sizing as part of the diagnostic procedure (33%, 14/43 did not provide information). The use of pulmonary
acceleration time in the PSAX axis measured by echocardiography was reported by 51% (22/43), whereas 21% (9/43) of the enrolled
physicians stated to not use this echocardiographic measure for pulmonary hypertension (PH) diagnosis (28%, 12/43 of the participants did
not provide information). Qualitative assessment of RV contractility in echocardiography was used by 54% (23/43) of the participants to
diagnose PH, whereas 23% (10/43) of the participants did not use the parameter (23%, 10/43 did not provide information). The RV/
left ventricle ratio as an end‐systolic assessment in the PSAX to quantify the size of the RV was reported as a part/not a part of the diagnostic
process in 30% (13/43)/37% (16/43); 33% (14/43) did not provide any information on that behalf. Measurement of tricuspid annular plane
systolic excursion was reported by 37% (16/43) of the participants to be used for the diagnosis of PH; 35% (15/43) did not use this measure
(28%, 12/43 did not provide information). The data are provided as the percentage of the total number of participants (43) and items (73) in
the final analysis as well as by total n‐numbers.
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21–30 preterm infants with moderate BPD in their
perinatal center. A total of 50% (21/43) of the participants
reported treating less than five, 7% (3/43) reported
treating five to nine, 7% (3/43) treating 10–20, and 2%
(1/43) treating 21–30 preterm infants with severe BPD in
their perinatal center (Table 2).

During postnatal care for preterm infants at risk
for or with established BPD‐associated PH, any PH‐
related therapy was reported to be initiated in cases
with (i) prolonged weaning from mechanical ventila-
tion (84%, 36/43), (ii) signs of right heart strain as
detected by echocardiography during weaning from
the respirator (84%, 36/43), and (iii) a pathologic
oxygen discharge test (72%, 31/43) as well as (iv)
insufficient weight gain (49%, 21/43), and (v) chronic
hypercapnia (53%, 23/43).

A total of 51% (22/43) of the participants reported that
preterm infants at risk for or with established BPD‐
associated PH with either signs of PH in echo-
cardiography or at risk for PH as indicated by prolonged
ventilation receive a pediatric cardiology consultation
before therapy initiation with pulmonary vasodilators
other than iNO as standard of care, whereas 26% (11/43)
reported consultation with a pediatric cardiologist in
individual cases only. The majority of participants (70%,
30/43) reported to not initiate invasive diagnostic
procedures before the onset of pulmonary vasodilator
therapy, whereas 14% (6/43) reported invasive diagnos-
tics in individual cases and 16% (7/43) claimed to
regularly perform catheterization before initiation of
pulmonary vasodilatation therapy. The majority of
participants (77%, 33/43) did report to not perform
regular screening for L‐Arginine deficiency as a precursor
of endogenous NO before the initiation of BPD‐
associated PH therapy.

Regarding the use of biomarkers to monitor the
course of disease during inpatient care, 40% (17/43) used
N‐terminal pro b‐type natriuretic peptide (NT‐proBNP)
in preterm infants at risk for or with established BPD‐
associated PH, in contrast to 35% (15/43) of the
participants that did not use brain natriuretic peptide
(BNP) or NT‐proBNP for risk patient monitoring. More
specifically, none of the participants reported using the
combination of BNP and NT‐proBNP before the initia-
tion of PH‐targeted therapy to monitor the course of
disease, whereas single markers were used in 35% (15/43)
(NT‐proBNP) or 16% (7/43) (BNP), respectively. A total of
40% (17/43) of the participants stated to assess neither
BNP nor NT‐proBNP before the initiation of therapy
(Figure 2a).

For infants at risk for or with established BPD‐
associated PH, 98% (42/43) of the participants reported
the prescription of diuretics next to the recommendation
of systemic steroids (88%, 38/43) whereas prescription of
inhalative steroids were reported by 67% (29/43). The
majority of participants (54%, 23/43) documented to not
use vitamin A treatment in infants at risk for or with
established BPD‐associated PH (Figure 2b).

Oxygen saturation levels for preterm patients with
BPD without established PH in the hospital were
reported to target >95% SpaO2 in 0% (0/43), >92%
SpaO2 in 19% (8/43), >90% SpaO2 in 28% (12/43), or
other oxygen saturation limits in 12% (5/43), while
participants reported oxygen saturation levels for pre-
term patients at risk for or with established BPD‐
associated PH in the hospital to target >95% SpaO2 in
12% (5/43), >92% SpaO2 in 51% (22/43), >90% SpaO2 in
9% (4/43), or other oxygen saturation limits in 12% (5/
43). The indication for oxygen supplementation in

TABLE 2 Treated preterm infants below 32 weeks GA per year
with respective BPD grades.

Mild BPD

<5 12 (27.9%)

5–9 1 (2.3%)

10–20 7 (16.3%)

21–30 5 (11.6%)

>30 3 (7.0%)

No specification 15 (34.9%)

Moderate BPD

<5 17 (39.5%)

5–9 7 (16.3%)

10–20 4 (9.3%)

21–30 1 (2.3%)

>30 0 (0.0%)

No specification 14 (32.6%)

Severe BPD

<5 21 (48.8%)

5–9 3 (7.0%)

10–20 3 (7.0%)

21–30 1 (2.3%)

>30 0 (0.0%)

No specification 15 (34.9%)

Note: BPD is defined according to Jobe et al as follows: mild BPD with
oxygen O2 supplementation for at least 28 days postnatally and breathing
room air at 36 weeks GA/at discharge; moderate BPD with O2

supplementation <30% at 36 weeks GA/at discharge; and severe BPD O2

supplementation >30% and/or ventilator support at 36 weeks GA/at
discharge.19

Abbreviations: BPD, bronchopulmonary dysplasia; GA, gestational age.
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infants at risk for or with established BPD‐associated PH
before discharge was reported to be based on pulse
oximetry alone without oxygen testing by 21% (9/43) of
the participants, whereas 9% (4/43) stated to use pulse
oximetry together with oxygen testing. In 7% (3/43) of the
cases, pulse oximetry was reported to be combined with
capnography, whereas 12% (5/43) of the participants
stated the indication of oxygen therapy to be based on the
results obtained by polysomnography and sleep monitor-
ing. A total of 33% (14/43) of the participating physicians
documented to not use one of the above measures (19%,
8/43 did not provide information). A total of 51% (22/43)
of the physicians reported to use pulse oximetry with
correction for movement artifacts.

Near term age, 47% (20/43) of the participating
physicians stated to perform routine echocardiograms
for infants born at <32 weeks GA before discharge
home, including cases with and without the current or
historic need for mechanical ventilation, respiratory
support or oxygen supplementation. A total of 40% (17/
43) reported to not perform routine echocardiograms
before discharge. In case of successful treatment with
pulmonary vasodilator therapy in a preterm infant,
continuation of vasodilator therapy at discharge was
reported as a standard in these cases by 61% (26/43) of
the physicians. A total of 21% (9/43) of the participants
reported to terminate pulmonary vasodilator therapy in

these patients before discharge. After termination of
vasodilator therapy, reassessment and elective presen-
tation to a pediatric cardiologist was recommended by
65% (28/43) of the participants, whereas 9% (4/43)
reported this recommendation only for individual cases
(26%, 11/43 did not provide information). Patients
discharged with pulmonary vasodilator therapy were
referred to a special PH outpatient clinic by 65% (28/43)
of the participants. Recommendations for these patients
included the performance of routine echocardiograms
in the majority of cases (77%, 33/43; 9/43 did not
provide an answer).

For postdischarge care, oxygen saturation levels for
outpatient care in BPD patients without established PH
are stated to target >95% in 9% (4/43) of the cases, >92%
in 9% (4/43), and >90% in 37% (16/43) of the cases
(27.9%, 12/43 did not provide a statement). In preterm
infants at risk for or with established BPD‐associated PH
participants reported postdischarge oxygen saturation
levels to target >95% SpaO2 in 16% (7/43), >92% SpaO2
in 35% (15/43), >90% SpaO2 in 16% (7/43), or other
oxygen saturation limits in 5% (2/43) (12/43 did not
provide an answer) (Figure 3).

The initiation of home monitoring was reported to be
based on the need for oxygen supplementation by 84%
(36/43) of the participants (16%, 7/43 did not provide
information). A total of 70% (30/43) of the participating

FIGURE 2 Diagnostic and therapy in premature infants with developing (at risk) or established bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD)‐
associated pulmonary hypertension (PH). (a) The use of biomarkers BNP and NT‐proBNP in preterm infants with developing (at risk) or
established BPD‐associated PH before initiation of therapy in contrast monitoring PH during therapy. None of the participants reported using
the combination of BNP and NT‐proBNP before or during therapy. Before initiation of targeted PH therapy to monitor disease progression,
individual markers were used in 35% (15/43) (NT‐proBNP), 16% (7/43) (BNP), and 40% (17/43) of participants reported not determining either
BNP or NT‐proBNP before initiation of therapy. A total of 40% (17/43) used NT‐proBNP and 12% (5/43) used BNP in infants with developing
(at risk) or established BPD‐associated PH during therapy, in contrast to 35% (15/43) of participants who used neither BNP nor NT‐proBNP to
monitor high‐risk patients during therapy. (b) Prescription of therapy in preterm infants with developing (at risk) or established BPD‐associated
PH. For infants with developing or established BPD‐associated PH before discharge, 98% (42/43) of participants reported the prescription
diuretics in addition to systemic steroids (88%, 38/43), whereas prescription of inhalative steroids were reported by 67% (29/43). The
recommendation of vitamin A prescription was reported by only 19% (8/43). Most participants (54%, 23/43) documented to not use vitamin A
in infants with developing or established BPD‐associated PH, whereas inhalative and systemic steroids were reported by only 26% (11/43) and
5% (2/43). The data are provided as the percentage of the total number of participants (43) and items (73) in the final analysis as well as by total
n‐numbers.
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physicians stated to initiate home monitoring in infants
with BPD in combination with a risk for SIDS in the
family history (21% [9/43] did not provide an answer). A
total of 58% (25/43) reported the use of home monitoring
in infants with BPD when occurring together with apnea‐
bradycardia syndrome (19% [8/43] did not provide an
answer). A total of 16% (7/43) of the participants
documented to initiate home monitoring due to pre-
maturity only, whereas 51% (22/43) reported to not
follow this strategy (33% [14/43] did not provide an
answer).

Overall, home monitoring was reported to be used for
the surveillance of oxygen saturation by 81% (35/43) of

the participants, heart rate by 77% (33/43) and respira-
tory rate by 51% (22/43) of the participants.

Premature infants with BPD and established PH were
reported to be provided with home oxygen therapy
according to the following standards: case‐by‐case deci-
sions in 47% (20/43), all cases regardless of therapy in
16% (7/43), when discharged with vasodilator therapy in
7% (3/43), or not at all in 9% (4/43) (21% [9/43] did not
provide an answer).

Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) immunization was
reported to be recommended according to the following
strategy: 72% (31/43) of the physicians stated to
recommend RSV vaccination in their discharge reports

FIGURE 3 Oxygen saturation targets for preterm infants with bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) (in‐ and outpatient) with or without
associated pulmonary hypertension (PH). Oxygen saturation levels for preterm patients with BPD without associated PH in the hospital
were reported to target >95% SpaO2 in 0% (0/43), >92% SpaO2 in 19% (8/43), >90% SpaO2 in 28% (12/43), or other oxygen saturation limits
in 12% (5/43) while participants reported oxygen saturation levels for preterm patients with BPD‐associated PH in the hospital to target
>95% SpaO2 in 12% (5/43), >92% SpaO2 in 51% (22/43), >90% SpaO2 in 9% (4/43), or other oxygen saturation limits in 12% (5/43). For
postdischarge care, targeted oxygen saturation levels for outpatient care in BPD patients without established PH are stated to be set at >95%
in 9% (4/43) of the cases, >92% in 9% (4/43), and >90% in 37% (16/43) of the cases (27.9%, 12/43 did not provide a statement) while
participants reported oxygen saturation levels for preterm infants with BPD‐associated PH as outpatients to target >95% SpaO2 in 16% (7/
43), >92% SpaO2 in 35% (15/43), >90% SpaO2 in 16% (7/43), or other oxygen saturation limits in 5% (2/43) (12/43 did not provide an
answer). The data are provided as the percentage of the total number of participants (43) and items (73) in the final analysis as well as by
total n‐numbers.
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as a standard in neonatal care, 16% (7/43) in individual
cases, 2% (1/43) documented to not recommend RSV
vaccination (9%, 4/43 did not provide information). For
infants born preterm with a GA of 29 0/7–34 6/7 weeks
GA and younger than 6 months of age 67% (29/43) of
the participants reported to recommend RSV vaccination
in case of at least two of the following risk factors: (a)
discharge from neonatal care immediately before or
during the RSV season (b) daycare attendance or older
siblings in external child care, or (c) severe underlying
neurological disease at younger than 6 months of age at
the start of the RSV season. A total of 19% (8/43) stated
to not recommend vaccination in the cases outlined
above. In children under 12 months of age, 81% (35/43)
reported to recommend RSV vaccination in case of
hemodynamically relevant heart disease and/or severe
heart failure under treatment at the start of the RSV
season, 67% (29/43) of the participants reported to
recommend vaccination at the start of the RSV season in
case of preterm birth below 28 6/7 weeks GA and
younger than 12 months of age, and 84% (36/43) of the
physicians stated to recommend RSV immunization at
the start of the RSV season in case of another under-
lying disease with severe impairment (e.g., persistent
oxygen therapy) of respiratory capacity (e.g., neuro-
muscular disease, trisomy 21, diaphragmatic hernia) or
severe immunodeficiency in children younger than 12
months. In children between 12 and 24 months of age,
74% (32/43) of the participants stated to recommend
vaccination in case of hemodynamically relevant heart
disease and severe heart failure under treatment,
whereas 82% (35/43) of the physicians recommended
RSV vaccination for infants younger than 24 months of
age with BPD II° or III° with oxygen therapy until at
least 6 months before RSV season.

Regarding institutionalized follow‐up, 61% (26/43) of
the participants reported to not have access to a BPD
outpatient clinic in their hospital, 33% (14/43) reported to
have such a facility available. A total of 70% (30/43)
reported that they provide home monitoring consulta-
tions, whereas 28% (12/43) did not report to provide this
service. A total of 47% (20/43) of the participants reported
to not offer specific follow‐up care (in the form of a
consultation, outpatient clinic, or specialized physicians)
for preterm infants below 32 weeks GA with established
PH (7% [3/43] did not provide information). When PH
outpatient clinics were available, 74% (17/23) stated that
these clinics are run by pediatric cardiologists (resident
in training), 17% (4/23) reported that this service is
provided by physicians with pediatric cardiology experi-
ence. A total of 9% (2/23) of the physicians reported the
background of the physicians working in their respective
PH outpatient clinics as “unknown.”

DISCUSSION

Despite the significant immediate and long‐term conse-
quences of pathologic pulmonary blood flow in the
preterm neonate,14 strategies to diagnose, treat, and
monitor early postnatal PH, e.g., PPHN, as well as infants
at risk for or with established BPD‐associated PH are
limited due to the lack of standardization and sensitive
diagnostic tools.7,14,15 The lack of monitoring and
treatment standards result in expert‐opinion‐based,
case‐to‐case decisions that vary between perinatal
centers.

In our survey study (PUsH BPD) we successfully
assessed current clinical practice for treatment and
monitoring strategies in preterm infants with PPHN or
infants at risk for or with established BPD‐associated PH
between 06/2018 and 10/2020 in two‐thirds of all
German perinatal centers with >70 very low birthweight
infants/year including their cardiology departments and
outpatient units.

We thereby specified the topics that need to be
addressed by clinical guidelines, training programs, and
future clinical trials.

When evaluating the early form of PH in the preterm
infant, e.g., PPHN, the PUsH survey confirmed that
clinical presentation and echocardiography were used as
the main diagnostic modalities to screen for right heart
function abnormalities and presence of PPHN in preterm
infants,20 thereby in line with the recommendation of
The American Heart Association (AHA) and American
Thoracic Society (ATS).21 Current clinical understanding
considers the presence of hypoxemia especially as PH‐
indicative when being disproportionate to the severity of
parenchymal disease on radiograph as well as discrepan-
cies between preductal and postductal arterial oxygen-
ation, e.g., a difference in arterial PO2 of ≥20mmHg or
oxygen saturation of ≥5%–10%, indicate the presence
of PH.22

In PPHN, echocardiography detects right‐to‐left or
bidirectional shunting via the foramen ovale and/or via
the ductus arteriosus together with elevated pressure in
the pulmonary artery or RV. In accordance with this,
right‐left shunting in the atrium or via the PDA were
described as main diagnostic criteria by study partici-
pants in the PUsH survey. The majority of the PUsH
survey participants considered the dimension of the RV
as an additional diagnostic criterion, in line with current
recommendations23: The expert consensus statement on
the diagnosis and treatment of pediatric PH by the
European Pediatric Pulmonary Vascular Disease Net-
work (EPPVDN) published in 2016 recommended several
parameters in transthoracic echocardiography when
diagnosing pediatric PH.24 PUsH survey participants
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showed a strong agreement on some of those parameters.
As such, the assessment of right ventricular pathologies
in echocardiography is considered crucial in the evalua-
tion of PH with RV dimension and contractility assess-
ment in echocardiography indicating right heart strain in
PH.25,26 More than half of the PUsH study participants
stated to assess right atrial dimensions in addition in
accordance with data published for children with PH and
with studies in adults, considering RA enlargement and
interatrial septal bowing as indicators of poor RV
compliance and increased mean RA pressure.24,27

Although recommended, the assessment of RV/LV ratio
is only used by one‐third of our survey participants when
diagnosing PH. Further, the presence of TI have been
previously described as relevant diagnostic parameters
when diagnosing PH in the preterm infant.28 However, it
has also been shown that pressure estimations by
echocardiography with the use of tricuspid valve jet
velocity measurements in routine clinical settings do not
necessarily correlate well with pressure assessment by
catheterization as shown for PH in children with CLD.
Qualitative echocardiographic markers such as right
atrial enlargement, right ventricular hypertrophy or
dilation, however, revealed relatively poor predictive
value in the absence of a measurable TRV.28 M‐mode
measurements such as the TAPSE have been shown as a
valuable tool when evaluating RV function with predic-
tive value in PH,29,30 contrasted by only less than half of
the PUsH participants considering M‐mode measure-
ments of TAPSE. Pulmonary acceleration time, recom-
mended by the EPPVDN, was indicated by approximately
half of the PUsH participants to be used in PH
diagnostics. However, in preterm infants, PH screening
by echocardiography has been shown to have several
limitations, including image quality in off‐axis images as
well as the dependability of qualitative parameter
interpretation in the presence of TRV.7,28

In any case, echocardiography is required to exclude
cyanotic congenital heart disease, determine the degree
of pulmonary pressure elevation as well as assess overall
cardiac function before the initiation of pulmonary
vasodilator therapy.

In line with the recommendations for infants with
PPHN issued by the EPPVDN,20 the majority of
participants reported to not use cardiac catheterization
for diagnosing PPHN in premature infants as it is
associated with several risks in this patient group due
to its invasive nature.13

Regarding the use of biomarkers, that is, BNP and
NT‐proBNP with the potential advantage of being less
expensive, faster to perform, and not requiring special-
ized equipment31 and recommended for diagnosis and
monitoring of BPD infants at risk of PH by the AHA and

ATS,21 the PUsH survey indicated that these biomarkers
are not consistently used in preterms at risk for or with
established BPD‐associated PH but—in case considered
—favored NT‐proBNP consistent with previous studies.32

Administration of iNO was reported as the therapy of
choice in PPHN by greater than two‐thirds of the PUsH
participants, whereas other pulmonary vasodilators such
as Sildenafil were reported to be used for weaning off
iNO therapy to prevent rebound PH, in line with current
recommendations. With iNO holding a prime role in the
regulation of vascular muscle tone,33,34 a systematic
review of randomized iNO trials published by the
Cochrane Collaboration provided evidence that iNO at
doses ranging from 10 to 80 ppm significantly improved
oxygenation,35 as measured by the oxygenation index
(OI = FiO2 ×mean airway pressure × 100/PaO2), when
compared to placebo or standard treatment, while also
reducing the incidence of death or need for extracorpor-
eal membrane oxygenation in mature infants with
PPHN.36 In preterm infants <34 weeks GA, however,
iNO treatment is not generally recommended to date37

but supported by statements from the AHA, the ATS21

and the Pediatric Pulmonary Hypertension Network in
certain cases when administered in NICU under strict
adherence to protocols and continuous clinical monitor-
ing.38 Here, the initial recommended dose in preterm
infants is 10 ppm, with gradual reductions as oxygen-
ation improves, to achieve minimal toxicity.39–41 Reflect-
ing these supporting statements, an increase in the use of
iNO was shown in a retrospective population study in
NICU in England between 2010 and 2015.37

Although no randomized studies currently compared
different PaO2 levels in the management of PPHN in a
term infant, hypoxia is known to increase PVR, whereas
the brief exposure to 100% oxygen in newborn lambs
resulted in increased contractility in pulmonary arteries
and reduced the response to iNO. Reflecting the data
obtained in animal models where oxygen saturations
between 90% and 97% were demonstrated to result in low
PVR, expert statements recommended maintaining pre-
ductal oxygen saturations between 91% and 95% in
preterm infants with PPHN.20 In line with these
recommendations, more than half of the 43 study
participants reported to target oxygen saturation levels
of at least 92%.

While following the same diagnostic strategies for PH
based on echocardiography, the care for infants at risk
for or with established BPD‐associated PH especially
takes specific therapeutic strategies as well as post-
discharge monitoring regimen into consideration. The
European Respiratory Society (ERS) guideline on the
long‐term treatment of children with BPD recommended
bronchodilator treatment for children with BPD only in
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subgroups, e.g., children with severe BPD and asthma‐
like symptoms, repeated hospital admissions for respira-
tory morbidity, exercise intolerance or reversible lung
dysfunction.42 Further, the ERS guideline recommends
no treatment with inhaled or systemic corticosteroids,
however, PUsH participants indicated that inhalative and
systemic steroids are frequently used in preterm infants
with BPD in Germany. Diuretics were also reported to be
frequently applied in preterm infants with evolving and
established BPD, in contrast to the recommendations of
the ERS, which recommended to use diuretics only in
BPD cases with clinical evidence of fluid retention and
while monitoring clinical effects.42

Oxygen therapy in preterm infants at risk for or with
established BPD‐associated PH before discharge was re-
ported by very few PUsH participants to be based on pulse
oximetry alone without oxygen testing or on pulse oximetry
together with oxygen testing. There was considerable
disagreement for the PUsH participants on targeted oxygen
saturation levels. This likely reflects that despite German
guidelines from 2010 stating that oxygen administration can
prevent the development of PH in preterm infants with
BPD,43 oxygen saturation targets remained a matter of
debate.44 This discussion is further complicated by the aim
to prevent chronic hypoxemia by oxygen therapy after
discharge resulting from apnoeic episodes both in the
presence or absence of BPD. In line with current
recommendations,45 our survey demonstrated that the
majority of participating physicians prescribed home mon-
itoring when supplemental oxygen is needed. In line with
the recommendations provided by the Committee on fetus
and newborn,46 the majority of PUsH survey participants
indicated to use home monitoring in infants with BPD in
combination with a risk for SIDS in the family history or in
combination with apnea‐bradycardia‐syndrome.

The recommendations of the German guideline on
the prophylaxis for RSV in high‐risk children with
palivizumab in infants with a suspected severe course
of RSV infection such as in significant prematurity, CLD,
congenital heart defects, neuromuscular disease, immu-
nodeficiencies, or chromosomal aberrations 47,48 are
reflected in the reports of the majority of physicians
participating in the PUsH survey, who recommended
RSV vaccination in cases of preterms with moderate or
severe BPD and oxygen therapy in the last 3 months
before the start of the RSV season. Participants disagree
on the recommendation in cases, where the German
guideline leaves the recommendation for RSV prophy-
laxis open to the expert's decision.

Although the majority of participants stated that
preterms with BPD‐associated PH are recommended for
cardiologic follow‐ups as well as future echocardiograms,
the PUsH survey revealed the absence of a clear standard

regarding follow‐up care for preterm infants at risk for or
with established BPD‐associated PH.

In summary, the PUsH survey provided valuable
insight into the challenging field of current clinical
practices for preterm infants with PPHN and for infants
at risk or with established BPD‐associated PH. The
survey revealed shared practices in diagnostic and
therapeutic strategies for preterms with PPHN and
BPD‐associated PH in Germany's perinatal centers,
specifically regarding clinical presentation and echocar-
diographic criteria in line with current recommenda-
tions. The lack of using biomarkers (BNP/NT‐proBNP)
deviated from international guidelines. Regarding treat-
ment regimen, strategies varied for iNO, whereas the
majority of participants agreed to prescribe diuretics and
steroids (systemic/inhaled) for infants at risk for or with
established BPD‐associated PH, thereby only partially in
line with current recommendations specifically when
regarding the use of diuretics.

However, interpretation of the results has to consider
study limitations such as the number of answers
provided for each variable and/or the number of items
excluded due to missingness considering topics of clinical
interest such as diagnostic strategies and therapy
proceedings in perinatal care.

Future studies are needed to enable deeper correla-
tion analyses that target structural elements of the care
pathway (e.g., availability of BPD‐/PH‐outpatient clinic)
as well as diagnostic and treatment regimen, especially
regarding the use of pulmonary vasodilators, steroids,
and diuretics. The need to standardize oxygen saturation
levels for infants with PPHN and developing or
established BPD‐associated PH highlights the challenge
to better distinguish between these disease entities or
developing disease severities. As exemplified by the
strong agreement on the practice for recommending
RSV vaccination, guidelines show good potential to
harmonize current practices. Here, standardization is
also needed for postdischarge care and resident training.

The development and use of novel diagnostic tools such
as lung and heart MRI, already applied in pediatric PH, side
by side with the use of routine, quantifiable echocardio-
graphic markers and liquid biopsies for diagnosing and
monitoring PH in this patient population will help to
inform standardization and improve comparability.49–52

Future guidelines, training programs, and clinical trials
need to aim for the replacement of expert‐based case‐to‐case
decisions by comparable standards of care, accompanied by
new surveys to monitor the success of these approaches.
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